Unemployment Insurance in Wyoming
What you need to know and do about the CARES Act

- Are you receiving UI Benefits now?
  - Continue to request payment by filing weekly continued claims

- Are you unemployed?
  - Eligible
    - Continue to request payment by filing weekly continued claims
  - Not usually Eligible for UI*
    - Continue application for PUA Benefits
      - Online: wyui.wyo.gov

- Have you exhausted UI Benefits after 7/1/2019?
  - Coming soon** - Apply for PEUC extension when available

Apply for Regular UI Benefits
Online: wyui.wyo.gov

Continue application for PUA Benefits
Online: wyui.wyo.gov

Receive either Regular UI or PUA Benefits for 39 weeks
Plus an additional $600 per week (FPUC) available until 7/25/2020
Certify weekly to continue to receive payments

Glossary of Terms

*Not usually Eligible for UI — Self-employed, business owners, 1099 contract workers, gig workers, individuals without enough wages in the base period.

Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) is a federal program providing 39 weeks of unemployment benefits for workers not otherwise eligible for regular unemployment benefits. If you are eligible for regular unemployment benefits you are not eligible for PUA benefits.

Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation (PEUC) is a federal program providing an additional 13 weeks of unemployment benefits for unemployed workers who have exhausted regular unemployment benefits and whose benefit year expires on or after July 1, 2019. **Coming soon**

Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC) is a federal stimulus program providing an additional $600.00 of benefits per week to all unemployed workers receiving regular unemployment compensation, PUA or PEUC, including part-time workers. FPUC covers weeks filed between March 29, 2020 and July 25, 2020.